Australian Govt To Forcibly Vaccinate 24,000 Children Without Consent
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The Australian government is going to seize 24,000 children from it’s citizens and place them
in a stadium quarantine camp to be forcibly vaccinated. Parents will not be allowed to attend.
This is not embellishment, nor is it an exaggeration. This is actually happening.
As was reported by the Daily Expose in the United Kingdom and Red State in the United
States, Australia’s Brad Hazzard, the Minister for Health and Medical Research, has told
parents in a press conference that 24,000 children will be sent to a stadium to get the
experimental Covid-19 vaccine, and parents will not allowed to be present. Hazzard
insisted to parents that their children would be “well looked after.”
Red State reported that “It should be noted that Australia has had strict vaccination laws
since at least 2018. Parents can receive heavy fines and lose welfare benefits if they refuse to
comply with the traditional vaccination schedule.”
Citizens will be charged with “on the spot” excessive fines up to $5,000 per infraction if they
violate the tyrannical COVID-19 rules as their children get sent away to get forcibly
vaccinated despite their protest as Australia conducts one of the most authoritarian
military lockdowns to date.
Australian residents have received a letter from the Australian Government detailing how an
“accommodation facility” will be used for mandatory quarantine “accommodation” called the
Centre for National Resilience, Melbourne (the Centre) built at 135 Donnybrook Road. The

first 500 beds will be completed by the end of 2021 and the facility will be equipped to
increase to 3000.

This is not the only COVID-19 camp that the Australian government is using. On the official
government website, it says that the Victorian quarantine hub will be “at the site of the
existing animal quarantine facility, owned by the Australian Department of Agriculture” and
modeled off a similar facility in Howard Springs.
“The master plan for the new hub includes dedicated onsite services, including catering that
is tailored to be delivered alongside strong infection control and prevention measures. The
first stage of the hub will provide 500 beds, with a second stage doubling capacity a short
time later. It is also designed with the ability to increase to up to 3000 beds as part of a
scalable build if a larger facility is determined to be required at any point.
The new hub will also be designed with relocatable cabins so that it can be utilised for
alternative and future needs, including ongoing quarantine arrangements, crisis
accommodation and other emergencies.”
In one shocking video, 3 children had immediately collapsed apparently after getting
vaccinated in the camp. “Vaccinate your kids they say…GENOCIDE,” wrote one Twitter
user. Officials are seen attempting to stop the man recording.

Australia vaccine stadium for children monitored by the police. Parents not allowed in, 3
children collapsed and 2 are in a coma! Video from a close friend in Australia. Vaccinate
your kids they say… GENOCIDE pic.twitter.com/YnMVw5eJiK
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